
COT5405: ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMSHomework # 3
Due date: Mar 9, 2005, Thursday (beginning of the lass)Your solutions should be onise, but omplete, and typed or handwritten learly. Feel free toonsult textbooks, journal and onferene papers and also eah other, but write the solutionsyourself and ite your soures. Answer only five of the following six questions. Eah problemis worth 20 pts.1. You are given an unlimited number of eah of n di�erent types of boxes. The dimensions ofbox type i are (xi, yi, zi). In nesting boxes inside one another, you an plae box A inside box

B if and only if the dimensions of A are stritly smaller than the dimensions of B. Designand analyze an algorithm to determine the largest number of boxes that an be nested insideone another. (Hint: onstrut a direted graph �rst)2. Suppose that a graph G has a minimum spanning tree MST already omputed.(a) Design and analyze an algorithm to update the MST when an edge is added to G.(b) Design and analyze an algorithm to update the MST when an edge is deleted from G.3. Reall the reweighting step of Johnson's algorithm disussed in lass. Professor Shortutlaims that there is a simpler way to reweight the edges: Letting w∗ = min(u,v)∈E{w(u, v)},just de�ne ŵ(u, v) = w(u, v)−w∗ for all edges (u, v) ∈ E. What is wrong with the professor'smethod of reweighting?4. Let G = (V, E) be a ow network with soure s, and sink t, and integer apaities. Supposethat we are given a maximum ow in G.(a) Suppose that the apaity of a single edge (u, v) ∈ E is inreased by 1. Give an O(V+E)-time algorithm to update the maximum ow.(b) Suppose that the apaity of a single edge (u, v) ∈ E is dereased by 1. Give an
O(V + E)-time algorithm to update the maximum ow.5. Given an undireted graph G, design and analyze an algorithm that �nds a yle in the graphthat visits eah edge exatly one, or says that it an't be done.6. A person want to y from ity A to ity B in the shortest possible time. Flight time inludesthe waiting time for the onneting ights. S/he turns to a traveling agent who knows allthe departure and arrival times of all the ights. Give an algorithm that will allow the agentto hoose an optimal route. (Hint: Rather than modifying Dijkstra's algorithm, modify thedata.)


